The therapeutical potential of a novel pterocarpanquinone LQB-118 to target inhibitor of apoptosis proteins in acute myeloid leukemia cells.
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a challenging neoplasm that despite therapeutic advances requires efforts to overcome the multidrug resistance (MDR) phenotype, the major cause of relapse. The pterocarpanquinone LQB-118 is a new compound that induces apoptosis in leukemia cells. The objective of this work was to analyze the role of LQB-118 in inhibiting the inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAPs), XIAP and survivin, as well as in modulating the subcellular localization of NFκB, in comparison with idarubicin. LQB- 118 was more effective in inducing apoptosis than idarubicin in both AML Kasumi-1 cell line and cells from patients despite their MDR phenotype. LQB-118-induced apoptosis was accompanied by a marked inhibition of IAPs, and cytoplasmatic NFκB subcellular localization. On the other hand, idarubicin increased the IAPs expression and translocated NFκB to the nucleus. The inhibition profile of survivin induced by LQB-118 was comparable to the survivin inhibition profile when we investigated the efficiency of survivin-small interfering RNA (siRNA) treatment. LQB-118 as well as survivin-siRNA contributed similarly to the increase in apoptosis rate of Kasumi-1 cells. The data indicated that there is a functional interaction between the survivin, XIAP and NFκB, which appears to be involved in idarubicin resistance of Kasumi-1 cells. The efficacy of LQB-118 to induce cell death through inhibiting survivin suggests that this IAP may be involved in the chemoresistance phenotype in AML cells. Our findings suggest that LQB-118 might be a promising therapeutic approach for AML patients through survivin downregulation.